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ABOUT

Founded in 2015 and based in Sheffield UK, Tilted Axis is a 
not-for-profit press on a mission to shake up contemporary 
international writing.

Tilted Axis publishes the books that might not otherwise 
make it into English, for the very reasons that make them 
exciting to us – artistic originality, radical vision, the sense 
that here is something new.

Tilting the axis of world literature from the centre to the 
margins allows us to challenge that very division. These 
margins are spaces of compelling innovation, where 
multiple traditions spark new forms and translation plays a 
crucial role.

As part of carving out a new direction in the publishing 
industry, Tilted Axis is also dedicated to improving access. 
We’re proud to pay our translators, employees and interns 
a proper rate. And from 2017, 50p from the sale of each of 
our books will go to ASSIST Sheffield, providing support to 
destitute asylum seekers. 
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THE SAD PART WAS

PrAbDA yOON 
Tr. MUI  POOPOKSAKUL

Winner of a PEN Translates! grant.

Selected as a ‘book to look out for in 2017’ by the Guardian 
and BuzzFeed Books.

In these witty, postmodern stories, yoon riffs on pop culture, 
experiments with punctuation, flirts with sci-fi and, in a 
metafictional twist, mocks his own position as omnipotent 
author. highly literary, his narratives offer an oblique 
reflection of contemporary bangkok life, exploring the 
bewildering disjunct and oft-hilarious contradictions of a 
modernity that is at odds with many traditional Thai ideas 
on relationships, family, school and work.

PrAISE
‘Formally inventive, always surprising and often poignant’ 
— Adam biles, author of Feeding Time

‘An entrancing and distinctive collection. yoon’s limpid 
prose faces up to large, transcendental questions, all the 
while flickering with beautiful other-worldly images and 
flashes of deadpan humour’ — Mahesh rao, author of  
One Point Two Billion

ISBNs: 9781911284062 (print) / 9781911284079 (ebook)
Publication date: 3 March 2017
Extent: 192pp
Format: B-format paperback (198mm × 129mm)
Rights held: World
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cover



 

The Impossible Fairytale tells the story of the nameless 
‘child’, who struggles to make a mark on the world, and 
her classmate Mia, whose spoiled life is everything the 
child’s is not.

At school, adults are nearly invisible, and the society the 
children create on their own is marked by soul-crushing 
hierarchies and an underlying menace. Then, one day after 
hours, the child sneaks into the classroom to add ominous 
sentences to her classmates’ notebooks, setting in motion a 
series of cataclysmic events. 

PrAISE
‘The Impossible Fairytale is extraordinary… A novel of 
hypnotic language, page-turning suspense and mind-
bending metafictional twists… the most eerie and fearlessly 
experimental work I have encountered in recent years’  
— Susan barker

‘Is this a horror story or a memoir, a work of theory or 
a riddle? No doubt about it, han yujoo is a brave and 
intelligent writer’ — Lara Pawson

ISBNs: 9781911284093 (print) / 9781911284086 (ebook)
Publication date: 5 May 2017
Extent: 352pp
Format: B-format paperback (198mm × 129mm)
Rights held: UK, Ireland, Europe, ANZ
Supported by a grant from LTI Korea

hAN yUJOO
Tr. JANET hONG

THE IMPOSSIBLE FAIRYTALE
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ABANDON

SANGEETA bANDyOPADhyAy
Tr. ArUNAvA S INhA

‘And I struggle to find my place in this dark novel. I yearn 
for passion and despair – for that is what makes good 
literature – while Ishwari seeks a life of joy for herself and 
her son.’

A powerful novel about a woman who runs away from 
home, seeking to free herself from the shackles of 
society and familial attachments, and instead devote her 
attentions to writing a novel. When she realises that her five 
year old son roo has followed her, Ishwari struggles with 
her identity as a mother and the responsibilities that brings, 
versus the guilty knowledge that she cannot want her own 
child when his existence requires her to suppress her own 
dreams. 

PrAISE FOr PANTY
‘An unnerving, ominous and beautiful meditation on the 
loneliness of modern life’ — The Guardian

‘Panty is dreamlike yet visceral, surreal but intimate… 
Divided from themselves, bandyopadhyay’s beguiling 
creations are as fractured and incomplete as 
contemporary life itself’ — Nina Power, author of One 
Dimensional Woman

ISBNs: 9781911284116 (print) / 9781911284109 (ebook)
Publication date: 6 October 2017
Format: B-format paperback (198mm × 129mm)
Rights held: World excluding India
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THE DEVILS’  DANCE

hAMID ISMAILOv
Tr. DONALD rAyFIELD

A Thousand and One Nights meets Solzhenitsyn in the first 
Uzbek novel to appear in English by acclaimed author 
hamid Ismailov.

The (very real) writer Abdulla Qadiri, among a group of 
prisoners of the NKvD in Tashkent awaiting execution in the 
Great Terror of 1938, tries to reconstruct and finish his novel 
set in the 1840s about the unhappy Oihon, wife of khans, 
who desperately survives as those who love her are slain. 
In the end, her story is left hanging while Qadiri is taken, 
with the flower of Uzbek intelligentsia, to be shot as ‘spies, 
traitors, nationalists and saboteurs’.

The Devils’ Dance brings to life the extraordinary culture of 
what once was Turkestan, from its 19th century decadence, 
in which a mix of cultures flourished under enlightened 
Islamic rulers, to its brutal suppression under Soviet and 
homegrown dictators. Exiled writer hamid Ismailov’s 
wonderfully evocative prose and assured storytelling 
style set him alongside the classical writers he lovingly 
resurrects.

ISBNs: 9781911284130 (print) / 9781911284123 (ebook)
Publication date: 30 November 2017
Format: B-format paperback with flaps (198mm × 129mm)
Rights held: World excluding North America
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PARK EXIT 

yU MIrI
Tr.  MOrGAN GILES

Kazu is dead. born in Fukushima in 1933, the same year as 
the Emperor, his life is tied by a series of coincidences to 
the Imperial family and has been shaped at every turn by 
modern Japanese history. but his life story is also marked 
by bad luck, and now, in death, he is unable to rest easily, 
haunting the park near Ueno Station. It is here that Kazu’s 
life in Tokyo began and ended, having arrived there to 
work a labourer in the run up to the 1964 Tokyo Olympics 
before ending his days living in the vast homeless ‘villages’ 
in the park, traumatised by the destruction of the 2011 
tsunami and enraged by the announcement of the 2020 
Olympics. 

As a work of post-tsunami literature and a protest against 
the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, this novel is of utmost importance 
to this moment, a powerful rebuke to the Imperial system 
and a sensitive, deeply felt depiction of the lives of Japan’s 
most vulnerable people. 

Author photograph courtesy of Katsumi Omori.

ISBNs: 9781911284161 (print) / 9781911284154 (ebook)
Publication date: 5 February 2018
Format: B-format paperback (198mm × 129mm)
Rights held: World



BACKLIST

PANTY
Sangeeta Bandyopadhyay 
tr. Arunava Sinha

Novel

B-format PB, £9.99 
9781911284000 
June '16

ONE HUNDRED SHADOWS
Hwang Jungeun 
tr. Jung Yewon

Novel

B-format PB, £8.99 
9781911284024 
October '16
Supported by the Daesan Foundation

INDIGENOUS SPECIES
Khairani Barokka

Poetry/art book

158×206mm HB, £15 
9781911284048 

December '16
Braille edition coming soon
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SALES AND DISTRIBUTION
Our UK sales partner is Inpress, and our distributor is 
NbN International. Our books are also available through 
Gardners and bertrams.

Ireland
Geoff Bryan
independentpublishersagent@gmail.com

Spain & Portugal
Peter Prout
pprout@telefonica.net

Australia & New Zealand
Eleanor Brasch
brasch2@aol.com

Asia
Ashton International Marketing Services
jashton@ashtoninternational.com

London & South East
John Talbot
johnmetalbot@virginmedia.com

Midlands & North
James Benson
jamesbenson@btinternet.com

Wales & South West
Ian Tripp
iantripp@ymail.com

Scotland
Don Morrison
donmo@blueyonder.co.uk

Key Accounts &  
National Retailers
Inpress - Rebecca Robinson
rebecca@inpressbooks.co.uk

UK

rEST OF WOrLD
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CULT.
CONTEMPORARY.
INTERNATIONAL.

BUDDHIST VAMPIRES & HARASSED  
AD-MEN ON THE BANGKOK STREETS

METAFICTIONAL MURDER IN  
A SOUTH KOREAN CLASSROOM 

MOTHERHOOD & NOVEL WRITING 
 IN A KOLKATA GUEST HOUSE 

A HAUNTED AFTERLIFE IN A  
TOKYO HOMELESS CAMP

STORYTELLING & INTERROGATIONS  
IN A TASHKENT PRISON 

Support extraordinary writing:  
tiltedaxispress.com/store/

Join the conversation: @TiltedAxisPress 

Get ahead of the curve:  
sign up for our newsletter at tiltedaxispress.com

http://www.tiltedaxispress.com/store/
http://www.twitter.com/TiltedAxisPress
http://www.tiltedaxispress.com
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